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Take Care of Your BodY and Heal IT

The Garden of Light, Panama - Monday March 4, 2019 
Initiation Congress

The messages from God the Mother are just indications; you have to see 

what is said behind the words.

This message talks about Archangel Raphael’s seal of health, He who 

cannot really come down to earth. If he comes, he cannot stay. He has to be given 

the conditions. If we could really manage to put the seals of the Archangels on 

earth, we would change the whole face of the world.

The Mother thinks that if we heal the body, which is made of earth, water, 

air and fire, each one being a door and having a weakness and a strength, we 

heal the overall being. Knowing what the body is and what it is for is already a 

healing.

THe 18TH rule of God THe MoTHer
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Message froM god the Mother:

My 18th rule asks you to take care of your body and learn how to heal it.

I told you to take care of the precious. I want to clarify this by bringing to 

your attention the fact that your body is a treasure of wisdom on earth, a tool of 

high precision that enables you to carry out your mission.

Of course, the higher worlds are inestimable and it is necessary to protect 

them, but without the body, how do you want to accomplish anything?

To protect the higher worlds, to serve them, to work to glorify them is a 

consequence of taking good care of the wonderful tool that is the body.

Be aware that man has been led towards superficiality and he is content 

with a world of appearances, which has made him adopt behaviours, practices, 

habits and attitudes, philosophies harmful for the health.

The body is saturated with toxins, waste and has to endure stress, hostile, 

aggressive energies.

Understand that your body is not free from you and what you think and 

do. It is simple in its way of functioning and only needs a very few elements to 

live and regenerate, but man complicates its life and overloads it with a heavy 

and complex world. For the body, it is difficult, a real fight that eventually wears 

it down and makes it weak. It sets alarms and warns that it cannot take anymore 

and that it is necessary for man to stop and change his way of living, his world, 

his vision, his philosophy.

Today, humanity is in a more and more organized world that not only 

does not take into account what man is in his essence and truth, but that 

increases destructive energies. So, if you have to live in this world organized to 

enslave, you can still awaken and start organizing yourself, freely, to adopt new 
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behaviors, attitudes, discernment, another consciousness that will enable you, 

at your rhythm, to make a new path appear, a new way of being and a different 

destiny from the one that was programmed by this hostile intelligence.

The rules of health are vast because health is an art of living in harmony 

with what is.

Give your body only the necessary food and above all, let it be alive, full 

of energy and good magnetism.

The body likes what is filled with all the elements of living nature and can 

nourish it at every level of what it is without generating deficiencies.

Avoid all substances that cause people to lose consciousness, to space 

out and become addicted. Know that an addiction is to associate with a world 

in order to provide what the body asks for.

Limit everything that comes from electricity, radiation, magnetic death 

fields. Know that this world feeds a constant stress because it removes all the 

vitality, the good magnetism, the good currents to replace them with a dead 

and artificial light. Electricity generates bad moods, irritability, nervousness.

Health is about learning to live with what is natural, simple, true, 

beneficial, filled with life, soul, wisdom, worth.

Do not weigh down your life with what is not useful, what is only used by 

fashion, by an artificially created need that, in the end, is just something more, 

cumbersome, not essential.

To be light is a precious art of living, a joy, a discovery.
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If tomorrow you have to make decisions, I assure you that if you are light, 

if your life is not heavy, if you are not crushed under all kinds of weights and 

false obligations, everything will be easier.

The useless, what encumbers, overloads life does not lead towards 

freedom.

I am not saying that pleasure is negative, but you have to make the right 

calculation between a useful pleasure and another useless one.

Take time to come to see Me and enter into communion with Me in 

nature.

Your body loves to be with Me, for I am the Living One, I am the great 

magnetism of the universal soul that bathes, fills and heals all beings.

In nature, one with my presence, your body is released from the poison of 

the useless and it charges with a beneficial, regenerative, healthy and powerful 

energy.

He is good who places his body in nature and communicates with Me until 

his body becomes universal. Then everything is in its place, in order, harmony, 

and the wisdom that comes from Me appears. Man becomes a pillar, a stable 

and subtle being uniting heaven and earth with purity, nobility and simplicity.

To be a pillar means staying healthy while being able to face life and the 

problems it inevitably poses.

My dear Essenes, one step at a time, orient yourselves towards a healthy 

life at all levels and find the means to lighten your body, to clear from it the 

heavy, hostile worlds that want to crush it to make it weak and enslave it. Do this 

and you will not fall under the yoke of disease.

To be with Me is to be full of energy and to give back a subtlety to your 

senses.
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Listen to Me, do not make your life heavy by carrying a world that is 

pointless, useless, superficial.

Choose the path of lightness in order to honour God through health, 

fluidity, wisdom and to be able to enter his kingdom light, pure and true.

 

Lecture 2019-03-04 Your Body Is a Treasure of Wisdom
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The Essene is a being who considers that he is on earth to train 

himself, to model and ennoble his being and rise towards higher worlds 

of Light and wisdom.

The Essene Theological Academy was created following the 

need of the international Essene community to receive an education, 

a training on the principles of Essenism: the art of speech, meditation, 

breathing, nutrition, mastery of the thoughts and of the moods, the art 

of movement . . . It is an overall training of man - body, soul and spirit - 

that does not give a certificate, but that offers the keys to the mastery of 

the material world and to the awakening of consciousness.

Transmitted by Olivier Manitara, the manuscripts are available to 

all beings who wish to develop their full potential as human beings.

For the worship of the Light, the brotherhood of priests of the 

fourth step writes the courses, for they are the guardians of this sacred 

teaching. In addition to the written courses, they offer training sessions, 

where oral transmission allows a deeper and better integration of the 

Teaching. These trainings and courses are offered to the beings who 

have committed to the worship of the Light to be parents of God. They 

are an essential base for the practice of the Worship.

“No maN is great, 

for oNly god is great.

No religioN is higher thaN god, 

for the oNe religioN is the spouse of god.”


